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These are a type of footwear
That sometimes go up to the knee

When reading Harry Potter
Giving Dobby one sets him free



This is a root vegetable
That can be red, white or green

It can make you cry a lot
Even though it is not mean



I am something that goes up
Although I am not a kite
I am held over your head

To help block rain or 
sunlight



This thing has a cover
But it is not a bed
It has many pages

And is something that’s read



I am something in your house
That can be found on a roll

Once you’ve wiped yourself with me
I get dropped into a bowl



If you walk in to a living room
This might be on the settee

You can push different buttons
To control what’s on TV



This thing might taste of strawberries,
Or maybe apricot

It is a dessert made from milk
That you find in the fridge in a pot.



You might sometimes see this colour
On the feathers of a parrot
It is the name of a fruit and
The same colour as a carrot



When they are incubated
You might get a chick inside
Otherwise they are eaten

Scrambled or boiled or fried



If there’s a film you love to watch
Over and over again,

Just pop this in the players slot,
Sit back and ignore the rain.



You’ve come this far, well done to you but the challenge is not 
yet run

There’s one final thing to do before your work is done.
Use the first letter of each of your finds and unscramble 

them if you can
To work out a saying which all of you know, it’s all part of the 

Cub plan!

_ _    _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _



DO YOUR BEST


